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The paper develops an efficient Monte Carlo method to price discretely monitored Parisian options based on a control variate approach. The paper also modifies the Parisian option design by assuming the option is exercised when the barrier condition is met rather than at maturity. We obtain formulas for this new design when the underlying is continuously monitored and develop an efficient Monte Carlo method for the discrete case. Our method can also be used for the case of multiple barriers. We use numerical examples to illustrate the approach and reveal important features of the different types of options considered. Some performance-based executive stock options include different tranches of discretely monitored Parisian options and we illustrate this with a practical example.
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1.



Introduction



A Parisian option is a type of derivative security where the payoff depends on whether or not the price of the underlying asset spends a certain prespecified time above (or below) a certain barrier level. For example, an up and in Parisian call has a payoff like a standard call option provided that the asset price stays above the barrier level for a certain time period. Parisian options were introduced by Chesney, Jeanblanc, and Yor (1997) who assumed that the stock price was monitored continuously. However, in practice, most contracts are monitored discretely say, for example, based on the closing price every day. In this case, the Parisian condition is met if the closing asset price stays above the barrier each day for the specified number of consecutive days. The aim of this paper is to develop a simple practical way to price discretely monitored Parisian options and their natural extensions. A Parisian option can be viewed as a modification of a standard barrier option and we exploit the connection between standard barrier options and Parisian options in this paper. The activation or deactivation of a Parisian option is triggered when the underlying spends a specified period of time, D, above or below a given barrier, L. As D tends to zero, the Parisian option tends to a standard barrier option. In this paper, we focus on European options and do not deal with American Parisian options (Chesney and Gauthier 2006). Previous research on pricing discrete Parisian options include Forsyth and Vetzal (1999) and Haber, Schönbucher, and Wilmott (1999). Both of these papers use a finite difference ∗ Corresponding
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approach. Avellaneda and Wu (1999) and Costabile (2002) use lattice methods and binomial trees, respectively. The literature on pricing standard barrier options, with discrete monitoring, is much more extensive than that on Parisian options. In the case of standard barrier options, researchers have used a variety of numerical methods including partial differential equations (Zvan, Vetzal and Forsyth 2000), finite differences (Boyle and Tian 1998), mesh methods (Ahn, Figlewski and Gao 1999), binomial trees (Boyle and Lau 1994), Markov chains (Duan et al. 2003) and the Monte Carlo method (Andersen and Brotherton-Ratcliffe 1996). Broadie, Glasserman, and Kou (1997) have developed a simple procedure to approximate the price of a standard barrier option (with discrete monitoring) from the corresponding continuous price, which has a closed-form solution in the Black–Scholes world. This approximation involves a shift of the barrier, and this idea has been extended by Kou (2003) and Hörfelt (2003). The present paper develops a Monte Carlo method for pricing discretely monitored Parisian options. The first contribution of this paper is to develop an efficient approach to price discrete Parisian options. The first step is to estimate the implied barrier such that the continuous Parisian call can be approximated by a continuously monitored standard barrier option with this implied barrier. This approximation is based on Anderluh and Van der Weide (2004) (AVW) and Anderluh (2008). The second step is to use the approximation formula for the implied barrier as a control variate to derive an efficient Monte Carlo procedure to handle discrete Parisian options. There are very accurate methods1 for pricing this control variate. We demonstrate that the payoffs under the standard barrier option that we use in our approximation are highly correlated with the payoffs under the discretely monitored Parisian option. Because of this high correlation, our approximation serves as a very efficient control variate. The second contribution is to introduce a simple extension of barrier and Parisian options. We modify the standard Parisian option design by assuming the option is exercised when the barrier condition is met rather than at maturity. We call these E 2 -Parisian options (for early exercised). We provide pricing formulae for this new design when the underlying is monitored continuously as well as an efficient simulation method to obtain the corresponding prices in the discrete case. We again use the theoretical results obtained in the continuous case to good advantage to develop an efficient control variate to get the prices of the discretely monitored products. To achieve this goal, we need to study E 2 -barrier options as well and we derive their prices under both continuous and discrete monitoring. The third contribution is to develop a simple method for valuing composite contracts consisting of different tranches of Parisian options where each tranche corresponds to a different barrier. This type of design occurs in some performance-based executive stock options. These options are divided into tranches and the options in a given tranche vest and become exercisable when the stock price stays above a specified target price level for a certain number of days. The target price levels increase for the successive tranches. The purpose of these instruments is to better align executives’ incentives with those of shareholders. We describe how to value these options and illustrate the procedure with a practical example. The layout of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review some results for continuous Parisian options. We also derive the prices of the E 2 -Parisian options. We describe the AVW approximation and illustrate its range of accuracy using numerical examples. Section 3 explains how to combine the AVW approximation with that of Broadie, Glasserman, and Kou (1997) to obtain a control variate to improve the efficiency of our Monte Carlo simulations. We evaluate the accuracy and efficiency of the method using an extensive set of parameter values. Section 4 discusses how to price discretely monitored E 2 -barrier options using a suitable control variate. Section 5 extends our approach to the case of multiple-barrier Parisian options. This extension is
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of practical interest since multiple-barrier Parisian options are sometimes used in the design of performance-based executive stock option contracts. 2.



Continuously monitored Parisian options
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We start with a short review of some known results concerning Parisian options in the Black– Scholes setting. Then, we introduce a new financial derivative: the E 2 -Parisian option. We give formulae for its price and use a numerical example to illustrate some features of the E 2 design. Chesney, Jeanblanc, and Yor (1997) obtained quasi-closed-form expressions for prices of standard Parisian options. Labart and Lelong (2009) give a survey of the main results and document some useful parity relationships among Parisian, down or up, in or out, call or put options. For ease of exposition, this paper focuses on Parisian up and in call options. These results can be extended to other types of Parisian options. 2.1



Parisian up and in call options



We assume a complete, frictionless, arbitrage-free financial market. Let Q denote the (unique) risk-neutral measure. The risk-free interest rate is assumed to be constant and equal to r. The underlying stock price S is modeled by the following diffusion: dSt = (r − δ)dt + σ dWt , St



(1)



where W is a Q-Brownian motion, δ the continuous dividend rate and σ the volatility. The solution for St is St = S0 eσ (mt+Wt ) := S0 eσ Zt , where 1 m= σ







σ2 r −δ− 2



 .



(2)



2.1.1 Continuous Parisian time τ c We now introduce a useful concept that we label as the continuous Parisian time. Let T be the maturity of the option and K its strike price. Let L > S0 be the barrier level and D the sojourn time. The option is activated if the stock spends more than a time interval D (continuously) above the barrier, before maturity. Since this is an up option, we monitor the time spent above the barrier. To formulate this, it is convenient to introduce the functional gtL (S) which is the last time before t the process S reaches the value L: gtL (S) = sup {s ≤ t|Ss = L}, where we follow the usual convention that sup {∅} = 0. Note that gtL (S) is not a stopping time. We denote by τ c the Parisian time: the first time the price remains longer than D above the barrier. The exponent c indicates that the barrier is monitored continuously. We define τ c = inf{t > 0|(t − gtL (S))1St ≥L ≥ D}. These definitions are illustrated in Figure 1. We show two possible trajectories of the stock price. In this example, the option is activated, if the process (St )t∈[0,T ] stays continuously more
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Figure 1. Illustration of the Parisian condition. Two possible trajectories of the stock price S. The barrier level L = 210. The solid line indicates the first time, τ c , the Parisian condition is met.



than 9 months above the barrier level L = 210 throughout the next 3 years. In case the Parisian condition is satisfied, g L := gτLc is the last time the price hits the barrier level L before τ c . Note that the dotted trajectory would have triggered a standard up and in barrier option with level L but this dotted path does not stay above L long enough to activate the Parisian option. 2.1.2 Standard Parisian options and E 2 -Parisian options We next discuss the standard Parisian option and introduce the E 2 -Parisian option. The noarbitrage price of an up and in Parisian call option with maturity T (with continuous monitoring) is PUICc (T ) := EQ [e−rT (ST − K)+ 1τ c ≤T ].



(3)



We now introduce a modification of the standard Parisian contract that may be of interest.2 This option is exercised when the barrier condition is first met rather than at maturity. In other words, exercise occurs at time τ c (if τ c ≤ T ). The price of this option can be written as PUICc (τ c ) = EQ [e−rτ (Sτ c − K)+ 1τ c ≤T ]. c



(4)



Henceforth, we refer to this contract as an E 2 -Parisian option (E 2 for early exercised). Note that this contract design can be used when L < K. 2.2



Quasi-closed-form formulas



At this stage, it is convenient to review some known results for continuously monitored Parisian options. Using Girsanov’s theorem, we introduce a new probability measure Q , equivalent to Q on FT , such that (Zt = mt + Wt )t∈[0,T ] becomes a standard Brownian motion under the new measure Q . Hence, dQ 2 = emZT −m T /2 . dQ Chesney, Jeanblanc, and Yor (1997) proved three useful results for certain variables based on this new probability measure Q . These three results are:3
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• τ c is a stopping time, • τ c and Zτ c are independent, • the Laplace transform of τ c and the distribution of Zτ c are given by   2  λ exp(λ) = EQ exp − τ c √ 2 (λ D)   (y − )2 dy  Q (Zτ c ∈ dy) = D (y − ) exp − 1y> , 2D
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(5)



√ 2 where (z) = 1 + z 2πez /2 N (z), N is the standard cumulative normal distribution function and ln(L/S0 ) = . (6) σ The formula for the price of up and in Parisian call options based on continuous monitoring (denoted hereafter by PUICc (T )) is given in Chesney, Jeanblanc, and Yor (1997) or Labart and Lelong (2009). For the case when there is early exercise at τ c , a similar representation can be derived (see Appendix 1 for details). We obtain PUICc (τ c ) = EQ [e−(r+m



2



/2)τ c



1τ c ≤T ]EQ [emZτ c (xeσ Zτ c − K)+ ].



(7)



Denote the first term on the right-hand side as A. We need two steps to compute   2 c A = EQ e−(r+m /2)τ 1τ c ≤T . First, the Laplace transform of the distribution function of τ c has to be inverted and then integrated over [0, T ]. The second term, B = EQ [emZτ c (xeσ Zτ c − K)+ ], can be obtained by numerical integration since the density of Zτ c is known (see Equation (5)). 2.3



The AVW approximation



Anderluh and Van der Weide (2004) show that a continuously monitored Parisian option, with price PUICc (T ), can be approximated by the price of standard barrier up and in call options by a barrier shift. We denote by UICc the price of the standard up and in barrier call. Anderluh and Van der Weide show that  K, T ), PUICc (S0 , L, K, T ) ≈ UICc (S0 , L, where



  √  = L exp σ De−m2 D/2 π . L 2



(8)



(9)



The price of an up and in call in the Black–Scholes framework has a simple closed form.4 Hence, the AVW approach furnishes a very simple approximation for the price of the continuous Parisian call. To investigate the accuracy of the AVW approximation, we compute some specimen numerical values based on the parameters given in Table 1.
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T



r



δ



D



K



100



3 years



4%



0.4%



1/12



100



Note: Here S0 is the initial value of the underlying, T the option maturity, r the continuous interest rate, δ the continuous dividend rate and D is the sojourn time.



Table 2. Prices of continuous Parisian options.
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Parisian call L = 120 L = 180



σ = 15%



σ = 30%



σ = 45%



14.02 2.132



24.10 16.07



33.37 28.78



Notes: Prices of up and in continuous Parisian call options PUICc (T ) for different input parameters. The barrier L is either 120 or 180 and the volatility σ = 0.15, 0.30, 0.45. Other parameters from Table 1.



To provide a benchmark, we give the accurate prices of continuous Parisian options in Table 2 for two barrier levels and three volatility assumptions. These prices are obtained using the Laplace inversion and numerical integration (see Chesney, Jeanblanc, and Yor 1997). To invert the Laplace transform, we use the algorithm of Abate and Whitt (1995) enhanced by Abate and Valkó (2004).5 It is of interest to analyze the relationship between standard options, Parisian options and standard barrier options. Table 3 displays the prices of standard up and in barrier call options and plain vanilla call options for comparison with the Parisian option prices in Table 2. 2.3.1 Comparison between barrier options and Parisian options Up and in call options are always more expensive than the corresponding Parisian up and in call options since they are easier to activate. When the barrier level is low (L = 120) compared with the initial price of the asset (S0 = 100), the price of a Parisian option is close to the price of the corresponding barrier option (and both prices are close to the price of the plain vanilla call). That means the barrier condition is very likely to be satisfied as well as the Parisian condition. As the barrier level increases, it is less likely that the Parisian condition will be satisfied and the prices begin to diverge. Note that the volatility parameter also plays a key role. Indeed the words ‘low’ and ‘high’ are not only relative to the initial stock price level, but also to the volatility. The sensitivity to volatility can be seen from Table 3. Table 3. Prices of standard barrier options and vanilla options. σ = 15% Barrier call L = 120 L = 180 Standard call option



14.956 3.2751 15.567



σ = 30%



σ = 45%



24.59 19.289 24.679



33.72 31.599 33.746



Notes: Prices of up and in barrier options for two different levels of the barrier L and a range of possible volatilities σ for the underlying. Plain vanilla call prices in the third row are obtained from the Black–Scholes formula.
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2.3.2 Comparison between AVW approximations and accurate prices We now compare the AVW approximations of the continuous Parisian call options with their  are accurate values. These comparisons are given in Table 4. The values of the modified barrier L also provided. To facilitate the comparison between Tables 2 and 4, we indicate in parenthesis the relative error of the approximated price compared with the accurate price defined by c − PUICc PUIC . PUICc



(10)
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The AVW approximation is excellent for low (that is, near the initial stock price) levels of the barrier (with a relative error less than 1%). It slightly overestimates the accurate price. However, the approximation becomes less accurate when the level of the barrier becomes high. In fact, when the barrier becomes high, the difference between the price of a barrier option (Table 3) and the Parisian option increases and the approximation deteriorates.  is only an approximation of the exact implied barrier L∗ defined by Note that L PUICc (S0 , L, K, T ) = UICc (S0 , L∗ , K, T ).



(11)



The AVW approximation is simple to implement. However, it does not always give an accurate estimate for the continuous Parisian option. In particular, when the sojourn time D increases, Figure 2 shows that the AVW approximation of a Parisian option deteriorates. The intuition is that the higher the D is, the greater the difference between the Parisian option and the corresponding standard barrier option (the price of a standard up and in call is represented by the dotted line). The Parisian option converges to a standard barrier option when D tends to 0. Although the AVW approximation does not always6 provide an accurate estimate of the price  of continuously monitored Parisian options, we will show in Section 3 that the approximation L given in Equation (9) is nevertheless very useful in constructing a powerful control variate. 2.4



E2 -Parisian option



We now discuss Parisian options that are exercised early at the Parisian time τ c . Let PUIC(τ c ) denote the price of this contract. We provide the prices of sample E 2 -Parisian options in Table 5 based on the same range of parameters (given in Table 1). The prices are obtained via the Laplace inversion and numerical integration (as described at the end of Section 2.2). For standard up and in Parisian options, a higher barrier means a lower probability of being activated and thus its price is decreasing with respect to the barrier level. The E 2 -Parisian options have a different pattern of behavior as shown in Table 5. The price of this option will depend Table 4. The AVW approximation and its relative accuracy. σ = 15%



L = 120 L = 180



σ = 30% c



σ = 45% c



c



 L



 (T ) PUIC



 L



 (T ) PUIC



 L



 (T ) PUIC



126.7 190



14.07 (0.37%) 2.21 (3.5%)



133.8 200.6



24.16 (0.23%) 16.29 (1.4%)



141.2 211.8



33.43 (0.18%) 29.01 (0.81%)



Notes: This table shows the AVW approximate prices of continuously monitored Parisian options for different barrier levels and volatilities. These are up and in Parisian options. Other basic inputs from Table 1. The relative errors (10) compared with the accurate prices given in Table 2 are in parenthesis.
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Specified Time D



Figure 2. AVW Approximation for continuous Parisian options. This graph illustrates the accuracy of the AVW approximation as we vary the sojourn time. Here the volatility is 30%. The barrier level L is 120. The sojourn time D is plotted on the horizontal axis and varies between zero and one year. The solid line corresponds to the AVW approximation to the Parisian option price and the dashed line corresponds to accurate price. When D = 0, the Parisian option becomes a standard barrier option. Table 5. Prices of early exercised Parisian options.



E 2 -Parisian call L =120 L =180



σ = 15%



σ = 30%



σ = 45%



11.57 2.075



18.10 15.50



23.25 27.09



Notes: Prices of E 2 -Parisian options for different parameter values. The volatility σ ranges from 15% to 45% and the barrier level L is equal to 120 or 180. Other input parameters are as in Table 1. The E 2 -Parisian options prices are obtained by Laplace inversion.



not only on the probability that the Parisian condition is satisfied but also on the value of the underlying asset at the Parisian time. The trade-off between these two factors is illustrated in Table 5 and Figure 3. When the volatility is low, for example, 15%, the price is decreasing with respect to L (because the probability term gets smaller (Figure 3)) and when the volatility is high, for example, 45%, the price is increasing with respect to L (because of the higher asset price at time τ c ). Finally, the comparison between Tables 2 and 5 shows that these two contracts are very different when the barrier is low because the early exercised contract is likely to be exercised fairly quickly. When the barrier is high, the Parisian time occurs closer to maturity and this explains why there is less difference between the prices of the Parisian option and its E 2 counterpart when L = 180. 3.



Discretely monitored standard Parisian options



We first define discrete Parisian options as discretely monitored Parisian options and then review some popular methods for obtaining the price of a discrete barrier option. Finally, we describe an efficient Monte Carlo method to approximate the prices of discrete Parisian options.
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Figure 3. Probability of the Parisian option to be activated Q(τ c < T ). Risk-neutral probability that the Parisian up and in condition is satisfied before maturity T . The volatility σ ranges from to 5% to 60% and the barrier level L is equal to 120 or 180. Other input parameters are as in Table 1.



3.1 Setting We denote the price of a discretely monitored Parisian up and in call option by PUICd . The exponent d indicates that the barrier is discretely monitored. In this case, the sampling occurs at discrete times corresponding to t0 = 0, t1 = , . . . , tn = n = T . Let S0 , S1 , . . . , Sn = ST denote the corresponding asset prices at these times. We have Si+1 = Si e(r−δ−σ



2



√ /2) +σ ·zi



where z1 , z2 , . . . , zn are standard i.i.d. normal variables. We assume that there exists p ∈ N satisfying D = p . The discrete Parisian time is defined by τ d = inf{i ∈ {p, . . . , n}|∀k ∈ {0 · · · (p − 1)}, Si−k > L} and the price of a discrete Parisian call is given by PUICd = e−rT EQ [(Sn − K)+ 1τ d ≤T ].



(12)



This definition is illustrated in Figure 4. We see that the discrete Parisian time τ d may occur at an instant different from the continuous Parisian time τ c because of the discrete monitoring of the underlying and the barrier. We use little circles to represent the discrete observations of the underlying process. 3.2



Discretely monitored options



This section discusses various techniques used to obtain the prices of discretely monitored standard barrier options from their continuous counterparts. We will show that these techniques do not carry over with the same degree of accuracy to the case of Parisian options. 3.2.1 Discretely monitored barrier options Broadie, Glasserman, and Kou (1997) (BGK) developed an approximation for the price of a discrete barrier option by modifying the price of a related continuous barrier option. The case of up
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Figure 4. Illustration of a discrete excursion. The graph shows two possible trajectories of the underlying asset price, S. The barrier level is 210. We denote the discrete observations points by small circles. The first time the discrete Parisian condition is met is indicated by τ d and occurs before the continuous Parisian condition (denoted by τ c ). Parameters are set to = 18 days, D = 270 days ≈ 9 months, p = 15.



and in call options was examined by Kou (2003) and Hörfelt (2003). The BGK correction involved an adjustment to the barrier while Hörfelt (2003) provided a different formula to approximate discrete barrier prices that does not exactly correspond to a shift of the barrier.7 The BGK and Kou idea is to approximate the price of the discretely monitored up and in barrier call price (denoted by UICd ) by using the formula for the price of a continuous barrier option with a shifted barrier level (see Kou 2003, Theorem 2.1, p. 958).  K, T ) ≈ UICc (S0 , Le  βσ UICd (S0 , L,



√







, K, T ), (13) √ where β = −ζ (1/2)/ 2π ≈ 0.5826 and ζ denotes the Riemann zeta function. Discrete up and in barrier options are always less expensive than the corresponding continuous up and in barrier options because if the discrete condition is met, then the continuous condition is obviously met. It is possible for the continuous condition to be satisfied without the discretely monitored option being activated. 3.2.2 Discretely monitored Parisian options For Parisian options, the opposite happens as long as D is not too small. Intuitively, discrete Parisian options should be more expensive than continuous Parisian options. If the continuous condition is satisfied, then it is indeed highly probable that the discrete condition is also satisfied while the converse is not true (see Figures 1 and 4 for an illustration). The discrete Parisian up and in call options are easier to activate and thus are more expensive than the corresponding continuous option. However, if D is very small, then the relationship reverts to that observed in the case of the standard barrier option. The continuously monitored price is higher that the discretely monitored price for Parisian options when D is small. These observations also heavily depend on the time step compared with D. For suitably selected L∗ , the following equality (see Equation (11)) holds for continuously monitored contracts: PUICc (S0 , L, K, T ) = UICc (S0 , L∗ , K, T ).
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When D is large enough, the direct approximation of the discrete Parisian option price by UICd (S0 , L∗ , K, T )



(14)



will be worse than if we had used the continuous Parisian option price. We can explain this fact as follows. On the one hand, we have UICd (S0 , L∗ , K, T ) < UICc (S0 , L∗ , K, T ), on the other hand PUICd (S0 , L, K, T ) > PUICc (S0 , L, K, T ). Thus, UICd (S0 , L∗ , K, T ) is a worse approximation of the discrete Parisian price than the continuous Parisian price itself. This would seem to preclude a direct extension of BGK’s approach to pricing discretely monitored Parisian options with continuous Parisian options. In the current paper, we tackle this problem from a different angle and propose an efficient way to simulate discrete Parisian options. 3.3



Discrete Parisian options using Monte Carlo
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The price of the discretely monitored Parisian option can be written as PUICd (T ) = e−rT EQ [(Sn − K)+ 1τ d ≤T ] We can approximate PUICd (T ) by the Monte Carlo method to obtain: PUICd (T ) = e−rT



N 1 k [(S − K)+ 1τkd ≤T ], N k=1 n



where STk and τkd are the values from the kth simulation trial. To develop an efficient Monte Carlo method, we use the control variate approach. We explain how to select a suitable control variate as a standard barrier option with discrete monitoring. There are very accurate8 approximations for the price of discrete barrier options. However, we would like to mention a particular feature of our approach. Usually, the control variable has a known expectation so that its introduction in the pricing algorithm does not introduce a bias in the Monte Carlo estimator. This is not the case here since the expected value of the control variable is itself obtained using an approximation. We will show later that this does not significantly affect our results. More specifically, we will quantify the performance of the proposed numerical technique over a randomized set of input parameters. This approach corresponds to that used by Broadie and Detemple (1996).9 3.3.1 Variance reduction Let XP (L1 ) be the discounted payoff of a Parisian option with a barrier level L1 . Denote by XB (L2 ) the discounted payoff of a standard barrier option with a barrier level L2 . Here, both contracts are assumed to be monitored discretely. We use the standard barrier option as a control variate. The price of the standard barrier option is: UICd (L2 ) = EQ [X B (L2 )], where UICd (L2 ) denotes the price of a standard up and in call (discretely monitored) with barrier L2 . We will use the approximation given by Kou (2003) or Hörfelt (2003) of UICd . This is a key point of our method. If we were to use the continuous barrier as a control variate, this would introduce a bias.
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  B = (1/N ) N X B and X P = (1/N ) N X P , where X B and X P are, respectively, Let X i=1 i i=1 i i i simulations of the payoffs of the barrier option and the Parisian option. We define β ∗ by β∗ =



P (L1 ), X B (L2 )) Cov(X . B (L2 )) Var(X



(15)



It can be shown10 that β ∗ minimizes the variance of the unbiased estimator11
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P (L1 ) + β ∗ (UICd (L2 ) − X B (L2 )) X of the price of a Parisian up and in call option that is discretely monitored. A control variate significantly improves efficiency if it is highly correlated with the payoff that we are interested in. Hence, we examine the correlation between the payoff of a Parisian option with a fixed barrier L1 and barrier options with different barrier levels L2 . We do so, using the parameters given in Table 6. The effectiveness of the control variate can be measured by the efficiency ratio. If the computation times are very close, the efficiency ratio can be defined as the ratio of the standard error of the crude Monte Carlo method to the standard error of the Monte Carlo with the control variate: σMC . (16) ER = σMC with CV Another definition that takes the computation12 time into account is tMC σMC , σMC with CV tCV



(17)



where tMC is the the time needed to simulate the option price with no control variate and tCV is the time needed when there is a control variate. Note that this last definition corresponds to the square root of Glasserman’s (2004) definition and thus our definition is more conservative in that it produces lower values of the efficiency ratio. We computed tMC and tCV for our problem and found that the ratio tMC /tCV lies between 0.8 and 0.95 for the parameter values considered in this paper. This means that in our case the efficiency ratio given by Equation (17) can be estimated by multiplying the ratio in Equation (16) by 0.9. In the rest of this paper, we use the efficiency ratio (ER) defined by Equation (16). The left panel of Figure 5 displays the correlation between these payoffs for different levels of the barrier L2 (which determines the control variate). The right-hand panel of Figure 5 plots the efficiency ratio is plotted using 100,000 simulations. 2 = 133.7, Figure 5 is based on the parameters in Table 6. Figure 5 shows that when L2 = L 2 corresponds to the AVW approximation, the correlation is very close to the maximum. where L It is just a very slight overestimate of the optimal barrier. However, the efficiency ratio, when 2 is still very good, corresponding to 22 when compared with the maximum value 26. we use L Table 6. Data. S0



T



r



δ



L



K



D



 L



σ



100



3 years



4%



0.4%



120



100



1/12



133.76



30%



Notes: Here S0 is the initial value of the underlying, T the option maturity, r the continuous interest rate, δ denotes the continuous dividend rate, L the barrier level, K the strike of the option, D the sojourn time to  the approximation of AVW (Equation (9)) and σ the underlying’s volatility. activate the barrier L, L
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Figure 5. Efficiency of the control variate. These two graphs are obtained based on parameters from Table 6. The left panel represents the correlation with respect to the level L2 of a standard barrier option. The right panel plots the efficiency ratio (defined by Equation (15)) with respect to L2 . These graphs are based on 100,000 simulations.



2 provides a very useful control variate since it is simple to calculate. The The approximation L reason why this control variate should be highly correlated with the discrete Parisian option payoff 2 (whose expression is given by Equation (9)) corresponds to the lies in excursion theory. Here L expected maximum of a Brownian excursion with length D (see, for instance, Durrett and Iglehart 1977). On average, the simulated payoff of a discrete Parisian option with barrier level L2 will be 2 (they will be equal to 0 (respectively, equal to the payoff of the barrier option with barrier level L equal to ST − K)) for roughly the same set of simulations. Table 7 compares the crude Monte Carlo estimates with the control variate values for the discrete Parisian up and in call options. The standard errors are given for different values of N . The basic input parameters are from Table 6, and β ∗ is estimated to be in the range [0.98, 0.99]. Kou (2003) and Hörfelt (2003) both agree on the two first digits of discrete barrier option prices but the third digit is sometimes different (as can be noticed from Table 7). We thus cannot expect that our prices for discretely monitored Parisian are exact after the third digit, even if the standard deviation is very small because a bias is introduced by using the approximation of the price of the control variate. We have noted in Section 2.3 that the AVW approximation is not accurate when the sojourn time D is large. However, we can still implement this technique when D is large. For instance, when Table 7. Crude Monte Carlo estimates compared with control variate values. N Crude MC MC with CV (Kou) MC with CV (Hörfelt)



5000



50,000



500,000



5,000,000



24.07 (0.62) 24.171 (0.034) 24.169 (0.034)



24.33 (0.2) 24.178 (0.009) 24.176 (0.009)



24.13 (0.063) 24.161 (0.003) 24.159 (0.003)



24.20 (0.02) 24.164 (0.0009) 24.161 (0.0009)



Notes: Input parameters from Table 6. The number of simulations ranges from 5000 to 5 millions and the time step is 1 day (1/252). The numbers in the first row are based on the crude Monte Carlo method. The numbers in the second and the  as the control third lines were obtained using the control variate method, based on the barrier option with barrier level L variate. The discrete price of the control variate is computed using Kou (2003) in the second row and Hörfelt (2003) in the third row.
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 = 174.7. We computed all parameters are equal to those in Table 6 except D = 1, we obtain L  payoff is about that the correlation between the Parisian payoff and the barrier (with level L) 0.945. The efficiency ratio is 2.979. The maximum correlation is obtained at L2 = 177.5 and the  slightly underestimates maximum efficiency ratio is 2.987. The barrier option with barrier level L the best control variate. The efficiency ratio for D = 1 year is much less than when D = 1/12. The reason is that when D is small, the Parisian option is almost a barrier option and therefore the payoff of the Parisian option is very similar to the payoff of a barrier option. The correlation between both payoffs is very high and the control variate works very well. This is not the case when D becomes large. Table 8 gives the prices of discrete Parisian options. Comparing these with their continuous counterparts in Table 2, we see that the discrete Parisian options are more expensive than their continuous counterparts.13 In this section, we explained how to reduce the variance of Monte Carlo simulations by using an adequate control variate. However, there are two issues14 that we need to address. First, our conclusions are based on a particular set of parameters. It is important to see if the conclusions hold for a broad range of inputs. Second, the variance of the estimator is reduced by our approach but we also need to check if the bias introduced by the approximation of the formulae of Hörfelt or Kou is really negligible. The next section addresses both of these issues. We will show that our conclusions hold for a wide range of parameters and that our proposed method is accurate. 3.4 Quantitative assessment of the accuracy of our approach We follow the approach by Broadie and Detemple (1996) by using a randomized set of inputs. Our objective is to evaluate the accuracy of the control variate over a range of parameter inputs and contract specifications. We also want to see if the bias introduced by a control variate for which we only have an approximate closed-form expression for the expected value significantly influences the result. Since there is no closed-form expression for the price of the discrete Parisian option, we use a convergent method that gives us a very precise estimate of the accurate price. We obtain very accurate and unbiased prices using a large number of simulations with a standard call option as a control variate. We will then use these accurate prices to evaluate the results obtained by different approaches for a wide range of inputs. We will compare four situations with the same number of simulations. We describe shortly how a set of 3000 option contracts is generated. Let (i) denotes the set of parameters of the ith option. Let Cˆ (i) denote the estimated option value for this option. We compare mc four different simulation methods. Denote by Cˆ (i) the estimator of the price obtained by the crude



Table 8. Prices of discrete Parisian options.



L = 120 L = 180



σ = 15%



σ = 30%



σ = 45%



14.100 (0.001) 2.204 (0.002)



24.163 (0.001) 16.409 (0.004)



33.432 (0.001) 29.126 (0.004)



Notes: Prices of discretely monitored up and in Parisian option PUICd based on 3,000,000 simulations,  A comparison a time step of 1 day and a barrier option as control variate with barrier level set at L. with Table 2 shows that discrete Parisian options are more expensive than the continuous ones. Prices are calculated using the formula of Kou (2003).
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bs Monte Carlo method, respectively, Cˆ (i) the estimator obtained with a control variate equal of a h ˆ standard call option, C(i) the estimator with a control variate based on the barrier option whose k the estimator with a control variate based on price is estimated by Hörfelt’s formula and Cˆ (i) bs the barrier option whose price is estimated with Kou’s formula. Recall that Cˆ (i) is our accurate estimate that will be used for comparisons. Recall that Broadie and Detemple (1996) study the trade-off between the computation speed and the accuracy measured with the root mean-squared (RMS) relative error, 



m i − Ci



1 



C ei2 where ei = (18) RMS =  m i=1 Ci



where Ci is the ‘true’ option value and Cˆ i is the estimated option value. In our case, the computation time involved in obtaining the expected value of control variate is neglected, although it might not be negligible and could almost double the computation time (compared with the computation time of the sole simulation of the Parisian condition) and the estimation of the correlation between the payoff and the control variate is a fixed cost. Of course, the computation time of the four techniques will mainly depend on the number of Monte Carlo simulations but the inclusion of a control variate may reduce the efficiency ratio (if it includes the computation time as it is the case when it is calculated such as in Glasserman (2004)). In our study, we only look at the trade-off between the efficiency ratio (measuring the efficiency of the variance reduction associated with the efficiency ratio (ER) given by Equation (16)) and the RMS (measuring the accuracy of the result given by Equation (18)). Further research could be done to study the impact of the computation time on the efficiency ratio. We consider a reasonably broad range of possible parameters. We assume r = 4% and S0 = 100. We study the effect of varying the strike K and the barrier level L. Relative errors do not change if S0 and K are scaled by the same factor (as mentioned by Broadie and Detemple (1996)).



Table 9. Efficiency ratios and RMS relative errors for four methods with different number of simulations. Number of simulations



5000



10,000



50,000



100,000



ERbs ERh ERk



6.5382 6.2184 6.2184



7.5435 6.8363 6.8363



6.3562 5.3896 5.3896



6.0865 5.2909 5.2909



RMSmc RMSbs RMSh RMSk



0.0170 0.0121 0.0097 0.0099



0.0090 0.0060 0.0050 0.0051



0.0021 0.0015 0.0013 0.0013



0.0011 0.0009 0.0008 0.0008



Notes: We report in this table the average over 2855 options with ‘true’ price above 0.5. Their prices are simulated with four methods: crude Monte Carlo simulations (Crude MC), using a standard call option as control variate and using a barrier option as control variate with respectively Hörfelt’s formula or Kou’s formula. ERbs is the average efficiency ratio when we use a standard call option as control variate, ERk and ERh , respectively, refer to the average efficiency ratios of the Hörfelt and Kou cases. The RMS error in the four methods are denoted, respectively, by RMSmc (for the crude Monte Carlo method), RMSbs for the standard call option taken as control variate, RMSh and RMSk , respectively, for the Hörfelt and Kou cases.
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Table 10. Efficiency ratios and RMS relative errors for four methods with different number of simulations. 516 with σ < 0.2



Crude MC BS Hörfelt Kou



ER



RMS



ER



RMS



ER



0.0546 0.0436 0.0345 0.0337



1.000 4.1 4.554 4.554



0.0753 0.0555 0.0491 0.0494



1.000 4.573 4.539 4.539



0.0768 0.0497 0.0459 0.0452



1.000 14.43 6.97 6.97
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849 with D/T ∈ [0.15, 0.3]



1186 with D/T > 0.3



RMS



ER



RMS



ER



RMS



ER



0.0495 0.0211 0.0146 0.0139



1.000 23.97 12.6 12.6



0.0631 0.0382 0.0301 0.0304



1.000 3.011 3.529 3.529



0.0903 0.0703 0.0646 0.0641



1.000 1.872 4.112 4.112



731 with L/S √ 0∈ [1, 1 + σ T /2]



Crude MC BS Hörfelt Kou



1179 with σ > 0.4



RMS



820 with D/T < 0.15



Crude MC BS Hörfelt Kou



1160 with σ ∈ [0.2, 0.4]



800√with L/S0 ∈√ [1 + σ T /2, 1 + σ T ]



1324 with √ L/S0 > 1+σ T



RMS



ER



RMS



ER



RMS



ER



0.0279 0.00979 0.0091 0.00945



1.000 24.78 11.14 11.14



0.0466 0.026 0.0227 0.0231



1.000 3.98 4.576 4.576



0.0982 0.072 0.064 0.0635



1.000 2.363 4.041 4.041



1557 with Q(τ c < T ) < 0.1 1068 with Q(τ c < T ) ∈ [0.1, 0.4] 230 with Q(τ c < T ) > 0.4 RMS ER RMS ER RMS ER Crude MC BS Hörfelt Kou



0.0937 0.0685 0.0609 0.0605



1.000 1.308 3.437 3.437



887 with (K − S0 )/ (L − S0 ) < 0.3



Crude MC CV of BS Hörfelt CV Kou CV



Crude MC CV of BS Hörfelt CV Kou CV



0.0346 0.012 0.0104 0.0107



1.000 4.782 5.458 5.458



850 with (K − S0 )/ (L − S0 ) ∈ [0.3, 0.7]



0.0226 0.00358 0.00333 0.00357



1.000 71.09 27 27



850 with (K − S0 )/ (L − S0 ) > 0.7



RMS



ER



RMS



ER



RMS



ER



0.0721 0.0576 0.0499 0.0502



1 3.334 3.974 3.974



0.0798 0.0498 0.0458 0.0449



1 19.03 7.853 7.853



0.0798 0.0498 0.0458 0.0449



1 19.03 7.853 7.853



802 options with 350 time steps in [0, T ]



RMS



ER



RMS



ER



RMS



ER



0.0643 0.0463 0.0431 0.0424



1 5.452 4.544 4.544



0.0779 0.0565 0.0507 0.0505



1 4.643 5.049 5.049



0.0726 0.0475 0.0395 0.0395



1 16.77 7.15 7.15



Notes: We report in this table the 2855 options with ‘true’ price above 0.5. Their prices are simulated by way of 10,000 simulations and with four methods: crude Monte Carlo simulations (Crude MC), using a standard call option as control variate (BS) and using a barrier option as control variate with, respectively, Hörfelt’s formula or Kou’s formula.
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We choose a distribution of the parameters similar to theirs. The volatility σ is distributed uniformly between 0.1 and 0.6. Parisian options are usually quite long-term options. Time to maturity T is uniformly distributed in [1/2, 5]. The other parameters are then chosen such that the option is likely to have a positive value: the barrier L and the sojourn √ time D should not be too high. We assume that L is uniformly distributed in [S0 ; S0 + 2S0 σ T ] and the time step is calculated as = T /j , where j is an integer uniformly distributed between 10 and 500. The sojourn time is D ∈ [ , 0.5T ] (such that D is an integer multiple of ). K is chosen uniformly between S0 and L. We construct a set of 3000 options based on these parameter distributions. For each option, we calculate the accurate price by Monte Carlo simulation with the standard call option as the control variate and 1,000,000 simulations (about 22 h with a 2.6 GHz computer). We remove those options that have a price below 0.5 to eliminate very low priced options. Over 95% of the options (2855) have a price above 0.5 (as Broadie and Detemple (1996) did). Table 9 summarizes our results for the four simulation methods based on different numbers of simulation runs. We give both the efficiency ratios and the RMS errors for the 2855 option contracts. The barrier control variate methods consistently outperforms the Black–Scholes control variate in terms of its RMS. However, the Black–Scholes control variate tends to have a slightly higher efficiency ratio. We should remember that the efficiency ratios and the RMS are obtained by averaging over the set of 2855 contracts. Table 10 partitions the results and explains when and why the barrier option or the standard option could be better control variates. Note that the efficiency ratios of the Monte Carlo method using Hörfelt’s formula and using Kou’s formula are identical. This is not a surprise since the difference between the two estimators h k Cˆ (i) and Cˆ (i) is a constant. They both have the same standard deviation and therefore the same efficiency ratio. To analyze the results based on different parameter ranges, we focus on the case when there are 10,000 simulations. However, our conclusions do not depend on the number of simulations. Table 10 summarizes the sensitivity of the results to the volatility assumption, the ratio D/T , the level of the threshold, the risk neutral probability that the Parisian option is activated, the position of K ∈ [S0 , L] and the number of time steps. From the last two panels of Table 10, one can see, for instance, that the results do not significantly depend on the position of K ∈ [S0 , L] or on the number of time steps. The results in the four panels of this table are very consistent and show that if the Parisian option has a high probability of being activated (when the volatility is high, the ratio D/T is small or the level L is quite low), then the control variate of the standard call option tends to outperform the proposed control variate of the barrier option proposed in the paper. However, when the Parisian option is far from being a standard option, for instance, when D/T is large or L is high and therefore the probability of Q(τ c < T ) is small, the control variate proposed in the paper is preferable to the standard call option in terms of both efficiency ratio and RMS. Table 10 illustrates the relative advantages of the standard option and the barrier option as control variate candidates in pricing discrete Parisian options. The call option dominates when there is a high probability that the Parisian condition will be activated. If there is a low probability that the Parisian condition will be activated then the barrier control variate dominates. However, when the option can be exercised early (E 2 -Parisian options), the standard call option is a very poor control variate and an E 2 -barrier option will be an excellent control variate as will be shown in the next section.
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We now examine a discretely monitored Parisian option that is exercised at the Parisian time, τ d . We denote the price of this contract by PUICd (τ d ), where PUICd (τ d ) = EQ [e−rτ (Sτ d − K)+ 1τ d ≤T ]. d



The Monte Carlo estimate is



where ξk is the integer such that τkd = ξk · and where Sξkk and τkd are the kth simulation values of the underlying stock at time τ d and of the discrete Parisian time τ d . We will use a barrier option that can also be exercised at the first time the threshold is hit as the candidate control variate in this case. Figure 6 shows the correlation between the Parisian option payoff and the barrier option payoff for different barrier levels of the standard barrier option. Both Parisian and barrier options are exercised at the activation time. There is a simple intuitive interpretation for a good barrier level in this case. It corresponds approximately to the expected value of the stock at the activation of the option. This is the expectation under Q of the underlying asset price at time τ c . Using results from the continuous case (see Section 2 and the expression in Appendix 1, Equation (27)), E[Sτ c 1τ c ≤T ] ≈ 133.9.



(19)



We have carried out these simulations for different values of the parameters. This control variate (19) seems to approximate the best control variate but it can either overestimate it (as in the case in the above example) or underestimate it (when for instance D is large, e.g. D = 1 year)15 . In Section 4.1, we investigate the range of parameters where this approximation leads to a control variate that both improves the accuracy and the efficiency of the Monte Carlo simulations. 1
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N 1 −rτkd k [e (Sξk − K)+ 1τkd ≤T ], N k=1
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Figure 6. Correlation between E 2 -Parisian payoff and E 2 -barrier payoff. This graph is based on the parameters in Table 6. The left panel shows how the correlation between the payoffs varies with respect to the level of the barrier L2 of the control variate (which is an E 2 -barrier option with barrier L2 ). We use N = 100,000 simulations. The right panel shows how the efficiency ratio varies with the barrier level used in the control variate.
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Table 11. Discretely monitored E 2 -barrier option prices. Continuous UICc (τ ) 13.8483



Approximation (20)



Monte Carlo N = 10,000,000



14.409



14.410 (0.003)



Notes: Input parameters from Table 6. We compute the price of an E 2 -barrier options for both continuous and discrete cases. The discretely monitored barrier option is based on Equation (20) and computed using Monte Carlo (10 million simulations). These numbers indicate that our formula for E 2 -barrier options gives an accurate estimate of its price. = T /m, 1 day = 1/252, m = 252.



To apply the control variate technique, we need to know the price of a discrete barrier option that is exercised at the first time the barrier L2 is hit. We denote this by τL2 . One has
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UICd (τL2 , T , L2 ) ≈ UICc (τL2 , T , L2 eβσ



√



T /m



),



(20)



√ where β = −ζ (1/2)/ 2π ≈ 0.5826 and ζ denotes the Riemann zeta function (see Appendix 2). The discrete barrier price is thus obtained by shifting the barrier and by slightly changing the time to maturity. The formula for the price of a continuously monitored barrier option that can be exercised at time τL2 is given in Appendix 2. Table 11 gives the prices of discrete barrier options exercised at the first hitting time. We use the input parameters from Table 6. We use a 1-day step, and set = T √ /m, 1 day = 1/252, m = 252. For these parameters, the modified barrier level is equal to L2 eβσ T /m ≈ 121.3285. Table 11 shows that our approximation lies inside the confidence level (14.404, 14.416) obtained from the crude Monte Carlo. The two first digits seem to be correct. It is interesting to notice that this product is sensitive to the monitoring frequency: the relative difference between the two first columns is 4%. This is the relative error if we price the product as if it is continuously monitored when it is only observed at discrete dates. Our approximation of the E 2 -discrete barrier option is thus accurate. Table 11 is based on an example and the conclusions might depend on the parameter estimates. However, the study of the RMS in the case of E 2 options for a wide range of parameters in the following section shows that the approximation performs quite well and does not introduce a significant bias. 4.1 Quantitative assessment of the accuracy of our approach As we did in the earlier case, we perform the simulations using the same set of 3000 options studied in the previous section. We compute C(i) (E 2 ), the accurate price of the ith option by running 1,000,000 simulations (with no control variate) for i = 1, . . . , 3000. Indeed, the standard European call option payoff has a very low correlation with the payoff of the E 2 -Parisian option and thus cannot be used as the control variate to reduce the standard deviation of the simulations.16 mc obtained by the crude Monte Carlo simulation of Therefore, we only compare the estimator C (i) CV obtained using the control variate proposed in the previous the price of the ith option and C (i) paragraph. We then calculate the RMS error as well as the average of the efficiency ratios of the two methods. Table 12 reports the results that are sensitive to the parameters. In particular, the time step and the position of the strike in [S0 , L] seems not to have a significant effect on the RMS as well as on the ER (as can be seen from the two last lines of Table 12).
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Table 12. Efficiency for discretely monitored E 2 -Parisian options. 507 with σ < 0.2



Crude MC With CV



Crude MC With CV



ER



RMS



ER



RMS



ER



0.0424 0.0381



1.000 1.57



0.0638 0.0619



1.000 1.485



0.0726 0.0736



1.000 1.469



819 with D/T < 0.15



846 with D/T ∈ [0.15, 0.3]



1177 with D/T > 0.3



RMS



ER



RMS



ER



RMS



ER



0.0368 0.0208



1.000 1.822



0.0551 0.0393



1.000 1.550



0.0834 0.0817



1.000 1.223
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RMS



ER



RMS



ER



0.0216 0.0176



1.000 1.486



0.0415 0.0327



1.000 1.554



0.0879 0.0894



1.000 1.46



1068 with Q(τ c < T ) ∈ [0.1, 0.4]



230 with Q(τ c < T ) > 0.4



RMS



ER



RMS



ER



RMS



ER



0.0960 0.0953



1.000 1.398



0.0253 0.0214



1.000 1.646



0.0131 0.0192



1.000 1.912



841 with (K − S0 )/ (L − S0 ) ∈ [0.3, 0.7]



841 with (K − S0 )/ (L − S0 ) > 0.7



RMS



ER



RMS



ER



RMS



ER



0.0684 0.0692



1 1.502



0.07 0.0756



1 1.429



0.07 0.0756



1 1.429



795 1+σ T



ER



886 with (K − S0 )/ (L − S0 ) < 0.3



Crude MC With CV



800√with L/S0 ∈√ [1 + σ T /2, 1 + σ T ]



RMS



1544 with Q(τ c < T ) < 0.1



Crude MC With CV



1179 with σ > 0.4



RMS



731 with L/S √ 0∈ [1, 1 + σ T /2]



Crude MC With CV



1156 with σ ∈ [0.2, 0.4]



1180 with [150,350] time steps



867 >350 time steps



RMS



ER



RMS



ER



RMS



ER



0.0652 0.0709



1 1.451



0.0725 0.0809



1 1.474



0.0648 0.0574



1 1.555



Notes: We report in this table the 2842 options with ‘true’ price above 0.5. Their prices are simulated by way of 10,000 simulations and with two methods: crude Monte Carlo simulations (Crude MC), using an E 2 -barrier option as control variate with barrier level calculated as Equation (19).



Table 12 shows that in most situations the Monte Carlo simulations with the control variate increases the accuracy of the results (by achieving a strictly smaller RMS) and decreases the standard deviation of the simulations (by achieving an average efficiency ratio strictly above 1). There are some cases when the Monte Carlo simulations with the control variate do not increase the accuracy of the results by achieving a similar RMS. This happens, for instance, when the volatility σ or the ratio D/T are large. Therefore, the control variate is most effective when L is close to S0 , σ is small and D/T is small. These conditions are all related to the fact that the
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Parisian condition is satisfied before maturity. Therefore, the last line of the table summarizes the results. 5.



Multiple barriers and pricing of executive stock options



In this section, we discuss an example with multiple barriers applied to the pricing of performancebased executive stock options. Finally, we show that E 2 -products behave differently to European products and illustrate this with the example of multiple barriers.
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5.1



Multiple barriers



In practice, contracts can involve several barriers and not just a single barrier. For example, there are now performance-based executive stock options that reflect stock price performance in a specific way. The stock price has to meet specific targets for the option to be granted to the executive. The options come in different tranches and they each mature in T years. Suppose the initial stock price is S0 . Contracts of this type are difficult to value using a partial differential equation approach. Here is an example of this type of contract involving three barriers. The details of the tranches are as follows. • Tranche One: In this case, the option is granted if and only if the stock price stays above the first barrier L1 for nd consecutive days before a fixed maturity date T . If this happens, the value of the payoff at time T is max(ST − K, 0). We assume L1 > S0 = K. • Tranche Two: In this case, the option is granted only if Tranche One is granted and in addition if and only if the stock price stays above the second barrier L2 > L1 for nd consecutive days. If this happens, the value of the payoff at time T is also max(ST − K; 0). • Tranche Three: In this case, the option is granted only if Tranche Two is granted and in addition if and only if the stock price stays above the third barrier L3 > L2 for nd consecutive days. If this happens, the value of the payoff at time T is also max(ST − K; 0). The first tranche incorporates a standard Parisian condition and thus it corresponds to a Parisian up and in call. The second and third tranches are not exactly Parisian options since the Parisian condition is conditioned by an additional event. We describe this feature as sequential exercise of the three options. The price of this contract is thus not exactly the sum of the prices of three Parisian up and in call options. In particular, the sequential exercise of the three options is less probable than the independent exercise of the options, thus the price of the sequential contract will be lower than the sum of three Parisian up and in call prices. The pricing of this contract is a challenge and finding accessible closed-form expressions is very unlikely. The Monte Carlo method is a possible approach but it converges slowly, especially with multiple barriers and large values of nd . Hence, it is desirable to find an efficient control variate. Note that when the sojourn time is equal to zero, Parisian options are standard barrier options. For barrier options, there is no difference between sequential and independent exercise. Indeed, to satisfy the second condition, the underlying needs to go up to level L2 and thus first pass through the level L1 < L2 . The price of the sequential standard barrier contract is thus equal to the sum of the three barrier options prices. We thus can compute the price of this contract (when the barrier is continuously monitored or discretely monitored). These standard barrier options can then serve as control variates for the sequential contract.
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C. Bernard and P. Boyle Numerical results for multiple barrier contract



In this section, we obtain the prices of a contract with sequential exercise of three Parisian options with constant barrier levels equal to L1 , L2 and L3 . We use as a control variate the sum of three 1 , L 2 and L 3 . The three levels are defined by: barrier options with adjusted barrier levels L
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Li = K(1 + ρ)1+i ,



K = S0 , i = 1, 2, 3.



We base our example on the parameters given in Table 13. Table 14 gives accurate prices for the multiple barrier example. We use one million simulation trials with the control variate described in the preceding section. The small standard errors attest to the efficiency of our control variate approach. If the level of the barrier is low, then independent exercise and sequential exercise lead to the same prices for the early tranches. However, for the third tranche, sequential exercise makes a difference in the price as can be seen from the last column of Table 14 (the third option in the independent case is between 2% (when σ = 15%) and 5% (when σ = 45%) more expensive than in the sequential case). 5.3 Application to performance based stock options We now illustrate how our approach can be used to value an important type of performancebased executive stock options. As an example, we use an actual contract that was awarded to Merrill Lynch’s CEO, Mr John A. Thain in late 2007. The details of the compensation package are available in a Form 8 K filed with the SEC, dated 16 November 2007 and available on the Edgar database. These options are sometimes described as having performance vesting and have been shown by Brisley (2006) to have efficient incentive properties. Table 13. Parameters. S0



T



r



δ



ρ



D



100



3



4%



0.4%



12%



3/12



Note: The maturity is 3 years and the minimum time the underlying has to spend above the level Li is equal to 3 months.



Table 14. Prices of the three tranches estimated by Monte Carlo. σ



L1 = 112



L2 = 125.4



Discrete Parisian up and in call (sequential) 15% 14.48 (0.003) 11.52 (0.005) 30% 23.95 (0.003) 22.29 (0.006) 45% 33.07 (0.004) 31.69 (0.008) Discrete Parisian up and in call price (independent) 15% 14.48 (0.003) 11.61 (0.005) 30% 23.95 (0.003) 22.64 (0.005) 45% 33.07 (0.004) 32.23 (0.006)



L3 = 140.5 7.443 (0.0061) 19.6 (0.009) 29.5 (0.012) 7.599 (0.006) 20.48 (0.007) 30.89 (0.008)



Notes: We use N = 1,000,000, Monte Carlo simulations with a time step of 1 day (1/252 year). The i , i = 1, 2, 3. Exercise happens at the maturity control variates are the barrier options with level L T . Other input parameters as given in Table 13.
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Mr Thain was granted 1,800,000 Sign on Options as part of his employment contract with Merrill Lynch. These options come in three tranches. The strike price of the Sign on Options was set equal to the price of Merrill Lynch’s common stock when Mr Thain started his employment with the company (1 December 2007). We assume17 this price is 59 dollars. All the options will expire after 10 years unless they are exercised prior to then.
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• Tranche One: 600,000 options that vest18 and become exercisable after 2 years. • Tranche Two: 600,000 options that vest and become exercisable if the average of Merrill’s stock price is above the so-called First Target Price for at least 15 consecutive days. The First Target Price is equal to 79. • Tranche Three: 600,000 options that vest and become exercisable if the average of Merrill’s stock price is above the so-called Second Target Price for at least 15 consecutive days. The Second Target Price is equal to 99.



There is an over-riding provision that none of the Sign On Options can be exercised before Mr Thain has worked for Merrill for 2 years. We price this package under some plausible19 assumptions for the parameters and for the assumed date of exercise of the options in Table 15. The dollar value of these tranches depends on our assumptions concerning when they are exercised. If we assume that they are all exercised after 4 years, we estimate their values will be $9,474,000 for Tranche One, $9,246,000 for Tranche Two, $8,412,000 for Tranche Three giving a total of $27,132,000. The totals for other exercise assumptions are given in Table 16. If we assume that 20% of the Start Up options are exercised every 2 years,20 the estimate of Mr Thain’s Start up Options is $30,306,000. It is of interest that the realized value of these Sign On options was dramatically affected by the financial crisis. Merrill Lynch was taken over by Bank of America in September 2008 for $25 per share. According to the provisions of the agreement, since the buyout price of Merrill stock was lower than the price when Thain was appointed in 2007 none of these Sign On options was worth anything. In addition, the contract stated that Thain ‘shall not be offered a change in control severance agreement.’ Mr Thain was fired from the merged firm in January 2009.



Table 15. Value of the compensation package of Mr Thain. Assumed time of exercise (years)



Value of option in Tranche one



Value of option in Tranche two



Value of option in Tranche three



2 4 6 8 10



11.66 (100.0%) 15.79 (100.0%) 18.39 (100.0%) 20.14 (100.0%) 21.30 (100.0%)



10.68 (91.6%) 15.41 (97.6%) 18.20 (98.9%) 20.02 (99.4%) 21.23 (99.6%)



7.98 (68.4%) 14.02 (88,8%) 17.38 (94.5%) 19.49 (96.8%) 20.86 (97.9%)



Notes: Value of options in each Tranche under different assumptions. The initial stock price is S0 = 59, a constant risk-free rate 4%, a future volatility of Merrill stock of 35% and an assumed dividend yield of 2.5%. We indicate in parenthesis how the progressive performance vesting reduces the value of the options as compared with those in Tranche one.
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Total dollar value of all three tranches



2 4 6 8 10 Average



Numerical results for E 2 -Parisian options



40 35



E 2 −Parisian Up and In Call (continuous)



We now provide some analysis of the exercised early Parisian options. These contracts are of interest in their own right and as noted earlier can be used to model provisions of the US bankruptcy code or could be interesting in extending the performance-based packages presented in the previous section to the case when the executive stock options are automatically exercised once the Parisian time occurs. At first sight, standard Parisian contracts and E 2 -contracts look very similar but they have different features. In this section, we show that the relationships among the option price, the volatility and barrier level differs as between standard Parisian options and E 2 -Parisian options. Figure 7 plots the price of each option with respect to the volatility σ of the underlying. We use the parameter inputs from Table 13. From the left panel, we see that the Parisian option price is increasing with respect to the volatility. For any given volatility, the price is decreasing with the level of the barrier. It displays the same behavior as standard barrier options. However, in the right panel, the E 2 -Parisian options have more complex features. Surprisingly, their prices do not always decrease with the level of the barrier. In the standard contract (exercised at maturity T ), Standard Parisian Up and In Call (continuous)
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5.4



18,192,000 27,132,000 32,382,000 35,790,000 38,034,000 30,306,000



Barrier L1 Barrier L2 Barrier L3



30 25 20 15 10 0.2



0.3



0.4 Volatility s



0.5



35 30



Barrier L1 Barrier L2 Barrier L3



25 20 15 10 0.2



0.3



0.4 Volatility s



0.5



Figure 7. Prices of Parisian options E 2 and standard. Input parameters from Table 13. The left panel shows how the continuous Parisian option prices change with respect to the volatility. The right-hand panel shows how the continuous E 2 -Parisian option prices change with respect to the volatility. We assume three barrier levels L1 < L2 < L3 . The barrier levels correspond to those in Table 14.
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the higher the barrier, the more difficult it is to activate the option, and the price of the contract is thus decreasing with respect to the barrier level. For these new Parisian products, we can observe the opposite pattern for some volatility levels. Even though the first barrier is easier to activate than the second one, the price Sτ1 at time τ1 is lower than the price Sτ2 at time τ2 . Hence, the payoff at time τ1 is less than the payoff at time τ2 . Prices can thus be increasing with the barrier level. Intuitively, there is a trade-off between the probability of activating the option Q(τ c < T ) that decreases with the barrier level and the payoff Sτ − K that is increasing with the barrier level (Figure 3 and Table 5).
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6.



Conclusion



This paper proposed a simple method for improving the efficiency of the Monte Carlo method to value discretely monitored Parisian options. Our variance reduction technique exploits the specific properties of Parisian options. The key idea is to use a standard barrier option as the control variate. The approximation of AVW gives a very good control variate. We also proposed a new type of barrier and Parisian contract based on immediate exercise. These new Parisian options may have different features from standard Parisian options. We showed how to value them under both continuous and discrete monitoring. As an application, we considered multiple barrier Parisian options that correspond to certain performance-based executive stock options. Acknowledgements Both the authors acknowledge support from the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada. We thank also two anonymous referees for their very careful reviews of the paper. We also thank O. Le Courtois and M. Suchanecki for their comments on an earlier version.



Notes 1. See Broadie et al. (1997), Kou (2003) and Hörfelt (2003). 2. For example, it can be applied to the design of prudential regulation and extend the model proposed by François and Morellec (2004). A feature of current US law is that bankruptcy will be declared as soon as a company’s assets stay below the debt during more than 6 months (Chapter 11 of the American bankruptcy law). In addition, the E 2 -Parisian option structure can also have applications in the design of performance-based executive stock options (by extending the example in Section 5.3 to the early exercised case). Potential applications can also be to extend the study of Carr and Linetsky (2000) to the E 2 -case 3. The proof of Chesney, Jeanblanc, and Yor (1997) involves the Parisian time τ c (Z) of the process Z above the barrier level  defined hereafter in Equation (6). However, we can formulate their results directly using the Parisian time τ c of the original process S above the level L since τ c (Z) = τ c . 4. See in Merton (1973, Equation (55), p. 175) or Hull (2003, Chapter 19, Section 19.6). 5. An alternative method has been developed by Bernard, Le Courtois, and Quittard-Pinon (2005). 6. For example, when D or L become high, (Table 4 and Figure 2). 7. See Hörfelt (2003, Theorem 2, Formula (2), p. 234) for the up and out call options. The up and in options are obtained using the difference between a standard call option and the up and out options. 8. See Broadie, Glasserman, and Kou (1997), Kou (2003) and Hörfelt (2003). 9. We thank an anonymous referee for proposing this approach. 10. See, for instance, Boyle, Broadie, and Glasserman (1997) for a discussion of variance reduction techniques. 11. This estimator is not fully unbiased since an approximation is used for the discrete barrier option. The only bias comes from the deviation of the Kou (2003) or Hörfelt (2003) approximation to the true value of the discrete barrier option. But it will still give quite accurate results as shown in the next section.
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12. We thank an anonymous referee for very insightful comments on this issue and for suggesting an efficient simulation approach for Parisian and barrier options using Matlab. 13. Other parameters may lead to a different situation as explained at the end of section 3.2. 14. We thank an anonymous referee for drawing attention to these issues. 15. As for the case of standard discrete Parisian options, it is an intuitive approximation. Through numerical Monte Carlo simulations, we will see that it improves the Monte Carlo simulations but theoretical arguments of why it should work are not obvious. 16. Other variance reduction techniques may be applicable such as using antithetic variables. 17. The closing price of Merrill’s stock on Friday November 2007 was 59.13. 18. There is ambiguous description of the vesting conditions of Tranche One. We have adopted the simplest interpretation. 19. These assumptions would have been reasonable in December 2007. 20. It is very difficult to model the optimal exercise of stock options. The optimal exercise strategy may be due to voluntary or involuntary employment termination, liquidity needs or diversification benefits (see, for instance, Carr and Linetsky 2000). A more precise estimate of the value of the compensation package would include an American exercise (such as Chesney and Gauthier (2006) did for continuous-time Parisian options).
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Appendix 1. Continuously Monitored Parisian Options Under the measure Q , the Parisian up and in call with an early exercise can be written as PUICc (τ c ) = e−m



2 /2T



EQ [emZT e−rτ (Sτ c − K)+ 1{τ c ≤T } ]. c



(21)



Using conditional expectation with respect to σ -algebra Fτ c representing the information available up to the stopping time τ c and the strong Markov property (see Chesney, Jeanblanc, and Yor (1997) for more details), one obtains PUICc (τ c ) = EQ [e−(r+m



2 /2)τ c



emZτ c (xeσ Zτ c − K)+ 1τ c ≤T ].



(22)



Due to the independence under Q (see Chesney, Jeanblanc, and Yor (1997)) between τ c and Zτ c , PUICc (τ c ) = EQ [e−(r+m Perpetual option.



2 /2)τ c



1τ c ≤T ]EQ [emZτ c (xeσ Zτ c − K)+ ].



(23)



If the maturity is infinite, the indicator disappears and the formula (23) becomes PUICc (τ c )T =+∞ = EQ [e−(r+m



2 /2)τ c



]EQ [emZτ c (xeσ Zτ c − K)+ ].



Using Equation (5), we obtain the following expression for the option price  √   +∞ exp  2r + m2 y −  −(y−)2 /2D PUICc (τ c )T =+∞ =  emy (x · eσy − K)+ dy. e  D  (2r + m2 )D 



(24)



Remark If the event {τ ≤ T } has a probability close to 1, then this formula already gives an estimate to the option price when T is finite. In fact, it is an upper bound for the price P (the integration has to be done numerically, but it is accurate and fast). Finite maturity. When the maturity T is finite, expression (23) can be written as (using the distribution of Zτ c given in (5); see Chesney, Jeanblanc, and Yor 1997):  T   +∞ y −  −(y−)2 /2D 2 PUICc (τ c ) = e−(r+m /2)u κ(u)du emy (x · eσy − K) dy, (25) e D 0  where κ(u)du is the distribution of τ c . In fact, we only know the Laplace transform of κ, which was derived by Chesney, Jeanblanc, and Yor (1997) (see formula (5) in the core of the text). To obtain a numerical value for this option, one has first to invert the Laplace transform κ, ˆ to get an approximation of κ and finally integrate it numerically over [0, T ].
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Computation of EQ [Sτ c 1τ c ≤T ]. This expectation is a particular case of the expectation (21) derived previously when K = 0 and r = 0. EQ [Sτ c 1τ c ≤T ] = xEQ [e−m



2 τ/2



1τ ≤T ]EQ [e(m+σ )Zτ ],



(26)



which can be written also as  EQ [Sτ c 1τ c ≤T ] = x ·



T



e−m



2 u/2







+∞



κ(u)du ·



0



e(m+σ )y







y −  −(y−)2 /2D dy. e D



(27)



These integrals can be computed numerically as explained in Section 2.2.



Appendix 2. Up and in barrier call options exercised at τ Continuous barrier option exercised at τ barrier option is equal to



Let τ be the first-hitting time of S at the level L. The price of an early exercised
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UICc (S0 , L, K, τ ) = EQ [e−rτ (Sτ − K)+ 1τ ≤T ] = (L − K)EQ [e−rτ 1τ ≤T ].



(28)



The density g of the first-hitting time τ is given by g(t) =



  log(L/S0 ) (log(L/S0 ) − σ mt)2 exp − . √ 2σ 2 t σ 2π t 3



(29)



Formula (29) can be found, for instance, in Kolkiewicz (2002). By integrating this density, the price of an up and in call options can be numerically obtained. Discrete barrier options exercised at τ d . We consider a discretely monitored barrier option that is exercised at τ d (that is the first time the discretely monitored underlying is observed above the barrier L). We assume K < L. In the case of exercise at time τ , the price of the continuous call barrier option with level L and strike K is given by Equation (28). The discrete case is more complicated and its price can be written as follows: UICd (τ, T , L) = EQ [e−rτ (Sτ d − K)1τ d ≤T ]. d



(30)



Assume a trajectory that crosses the level L √ at time τ c . For similar reasons as the shift proposed by Broadie, Glasserman, and Kou (1997) and Kou (2003), Sτ d ≈ Leβσ T /m , and we can roughly approximate expression (30) by √



UICd (τ c , T , L) ≈ UICc (S0 , Leβσ T /m , K, τ c ). √ thanks to formula (28), where β = −ζ (1/2)/ 2π ≈ 0.5826 and ζ denotes the Riemann zeta function.
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